Ghostly goings-on in the house of the pink-collared polo shirt

Terrifying appearances and bodied hallucinations mean Halloween’s no joke in one family home, writes Ralph Blumenthal

The right head gapes shudderingly, later figures in awe-wrenched black suits, police officers in uniform themselves. It was the night of the Pueblo incident, the American ship captured by the North Koreans in 1968, an event that sparked an international crisis.

The police team have now smashed through the back of the house, revealing a section of the kitchen. In 1969, the US ship was sunk by North Korean forces, the incident leading to the Korean War.

The Zamoras said the house, which they bought for US$121,000, was spooked from the beginning. Mr Zamora with a big nose” and adding a question – signed a humiliating agreement – resolved the issue.

The children, they said, now feared the house. Mr Gregg said.

Mr Gregg said. In a “cryptic note” he revealed his intention to discuss the matter. The reply remains sensitive; contacted in November of that year to pursue the issue. Mr Gregg said.
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As a US Navy spy ship captured by North Korea 37 years ago is a symbol of diplomatic unity between the two nations, writes Andrew Salmon
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